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5. The behaviour of Q and Q' near z = - 1 
By an analysis analogous to that which led to (26), we have 
(30) ddD1 =c- 2..2-•( -z-1)-• F 01 -i V( -1)+o((z+ 1)••) as z ___,.. -1, z n~ 
uniformly for 0 < arg (z + 1) < 2n. Here s1 is any number that satisfies 
0 < s1 < s and (- z- 1 )-• is by definition continuous and positive for z 
real and <-1. Since, clearly, Q2(z)=O((z+1)') as z--+ -1, we have 
from (29) 
A ddQ 2 = -..!:., 2-• ( -z-1)-• [2C(k) -1] F10 + 0 ((z+ 1)1 as z--+ - l. z n~ 
Consequently, we have 
(31) ~ ~~ =- ~ 2-•( -z-1)-• {F01 + [2C(k) -1] F10} + 
( -iV(-1)+o((z+1)••) as z--+ -l. 
Finally, since W(8) = 0(8+ 1) as 8--+ -1, the integral in (18) is bounded 
as z--+ -1, so Q1(z)=O((z+1)*) and also Q(z)=O((z+1)') as z--+ -l. 
From these estimations it follows that condition (v) is satisfied. 
6. The behaviour of Q and Q' near z = oo 
The function Q1(z) is regular at z=oo and consequently it admits 
a convergent expansion in powers of z-1. From (18) (or, more simply, 
from (20)) the first terms of this expansion are easily found, viz: 
(32) r r -r Q (z)= const. +-¥ + 21 • 12 +O(z- 3 ). 1 :;uz 4ntz2 
The behaviour of !22 and Q~ at infinity can be found in the following 
way. For 0,;;;; arg z<; 3; we shift the path of integration so, that it ulti-
mately tends to infinity along the ray arg 8 = 3; + !5, where b is a small 
positive quantity. And for 3; < arg z < 2n we let the path go to infinity 
along the ray arg 8 = 32n - b. In the latter case the pole 8 = z of the integrand 
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is passed (at least if lzl is sufficiently large) and its residue has to be taken 
into account. In this way we find 
for O.;;;arg z.;;; 3; !.Mz)=cJ>+(z), 
.1.' 3n ~or 2 .;;;arg z.;;;2n 
where 
1 - iooexp[±i<!J e-iks 
(P±(z)= 2ni (z2 - 1)1 / (a2 -I)l(a-z) ds. 
Since the integrand in the integrals for (P± decreases exponentially and 
arg z is bounded away from arg s, it is easy to see that Qj+ and Qj- admit 
expansions in powers of z-1 that are asymptotically convergent, uniformly 
in arg z for 0.;;;; arg z.;;;; 32n and 3; .;;;; arg z.;;;; 2n, respectively. The coefficients 
of these expansions are, of course, the same. Furthermore, term-by-term 
differentiation of these expansions gives asymptotic expansions for 
d([J+ d d([J-
dZ an d:z· 
Consequently, we have, as z -+ oo, uniformly for 0.;;;; arg z.;;;; 2n, 
) 0 for 0 .;;;; arg z .;;;; 
32n ! 
.1.' 3n + const. + 0 (z- 1), 
-Ae-i""' ~or 2 .;;;; arg z.;;;; 2n 
(33) 
for 0 < arg z .;;;; 3; ! 
3n + O(z-2) 
for 2 .;;;; arg z .;;;; 2n 
and from (32) we infer that the same formulae hold for .Q(z) and :, 
respectively. This. shows that the regularity condition (vi) is satisfied. 
Finally, from (32) and (29) we can derive the following expansion for 
the function 
(34) P(z) def: +ik.Q 
(that is regular at infinity) 
(35) n~z l P(z) = const. + _!,._ [C(k) F 10 +ik F11] + 
- 2n~z• {2F11-!ik(F21 - F12)- [1- C(k)] F10}+0(z-8) 
as z-+ oo. 
7. Velocity, pressure, lift, moment and wake 
From (4), (9), (10) and (34) we have l Ut(X, y)= ![.Q'(x+iy):_.Q'(x-iy)], (36) v1(x, y)= !i[.Q'(x+iy)+.Q'(x-iy)], 
p1(x, y)= -![P (x+iy)-P (x-iy)], 
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so expressions for ~. v1 and 1'1 are readily ·found from the general 
formulae for Q and Q'. At A1 and A2 these formulae will, in general, 
involve Cauchy principal-value integrals, since by Plemelj's formulae 
we have, e.g., at A1 
1 
Q+ Q--"(1 2)1( + -)- 2{1 2)1/ W(s) d 1 - 1 -~ -X X +x -- n -X (l-s2)1(s-x) s. 
-1 
In this way we find for the pressure at the aerofoil 
1 
P.t= -p1=!(1+x)-1{1-x)1 J [-1--1+0(k)](1+s)1(1-s)-1V(s)ds+ 
n a-x 
-1 
From this expression formulae for the lift L and the moment about 
the centre of the aerofoil M could be found by integration. 
The following derivation is much easier, however. If 
L= Re [L1 eikt], M = Re [M1 eikt], then we have from (36) 
1 1 
L 1 = f (P!-pt)dx= -· f (P- -P+) dx. 
-1 -1 
Now P(z) is regular o~tside Av O((z+ 1)-1) as z ~ -1 and 0(1) as z ~ 1. 
Consequently, in virtue of Cauchy's theorem we have 
L 1 =- 9) P(z)dz, 
0 
where 0 is any contour encircling A1 in the positive direction. Letting 0 
tend to infinity, we. find from (35) 
L1 =-2[0(k)F10 +ikF11]=-2 j [~~~+ik](l-s2) 1 V(s)ds. 
-1 
Similarly, 
1 
M 1 = f x(p!-Pt)dx=- g)zP(z)dz= 
-1 
= 2F11 -!ik(F 21 - F12)- [1-0{k)]F10 = 
= j [ 2-iks- 1 -;~~k)J (I-s2)1 V(s) ds. 
-1 
10) By integration by parts the last term can be transformed into 
ik 1 . 
- f A (x,s) V(s) ds, 
n -1 
where 
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The character of the wake far downstream is directly found from (36) 
and (33). Putting (x2 +y2) 1 =R, we have, as x ~ +oo, uniformly in y, 
(37) l 9'\ = t A sgn y e-ikx-klvl +0 (R-1), u1 = -! ik A sgn y e-ikx-klvl +0 (R-2), 
Vl= -!kA e-ikx-klvl+O(R-2), 
PI =0 (R-1). 
Thus it is seen that the wake consists of a progressive wave moving 
with the velocity of the undisturbed stream. The amplitude decreases 
exponentially in the direction normal to the line of discontinuity. 
8. The drag 
The drag D on the aerofoil is the sum of the suction D' due to the 
singularity at the leading edge and the integral D" of the horizontal 
components of the thrust on the remaining part of the aerofoil. We shall 
here evaluate the time averages of this quantities. 
It follows from a consideration of the balance of linear momentum 
for a small circle oe with radius e around the leading edge that 
(38) D' = - lim J u W 11 ds, 
e-->-0 oe 
where w,. is the component of the velocity along the outward normal 
to Oe. This expression is correct in second-order approximation 11). 
According 'to (2), the time-average of D' is 
[D'Jav= -! Re [lim J U(W1,.ds], 
g-->-O o11 
where w1n is the complex conjugate of w1 ... From (31) we have, putting 
z= -1-eew, -n<,.{}<,.n, 
as e ~ 0, whence, by (36), 
~w1n= -u1 (~ cos {}+v1 sin {})= 
= 2~21! jF01 + [20(k)-1] F10 j2 sin2 !{}+O(e-•) 
11) At first sight it seems remarkable that a linearized theory could give a 
correct approximation of a second-order effect that is due to the flow in a region 
where the conditions allowing the linearization are certainly violated. However, 
as has been indicated by LIGHTHILL [14], the approximation obtained by the 
linearized theory for the velocity near a leading edge of great curvature can be 
made uniformly valid by multiplication with a factor depending only on the radius 
of curvature of the leading edge. And thus it is seen that (38) gives a result that is 
correct in second-order approximation. 
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as e -+ 0. Hence the average value of the suction is 
[D'hv=- 4~ I Fol + [20(k) -1] rlO J 2 = 
1 1 
=--I f {O(k)- [1-0(k)] s} (1-s2)-l V(s) dsJ2. 
n -1 
The average value of the integral of the horizontal components of the 
thrust on the remaining part of the aerofoil is (in second-order approxi-
mation) 
[Dnhv=l Re [ J (pt-p1)~1 dX J = 
-1 
This quantity will be calculated in two parts by putting P(z)=P1(z)+ 
+AP2(z), where P;(z)=dd~j+ik!l; (j=1,2). 
For the contribution 11 of P1 we have, integrating by parts and using 
the fact that Dt -!21-+ 0 as x-+ ± 1, 
[ 1 (dQl+ d[}l-) 'd • ) - J = -iRe f ----- (- - ~k f1 dx . 
_ 1 dz dz \dx 
Putting for brevity 
G(z) detd~~, H(z) def G(z), 
we have at A1 
And from (6) and (11) we have, since 
(39) 
dQ2+ +dQ2- -0 A 
-a;;- -a;;- - at v 
Consequently 
1 
11 =!Re[i f (G+-G-) (H++H-)dx]= 
-1 
1 
=!if [(G+-G-)(H++H-)-(H--H+)(G-+G+)] dx= 
-1 
1 
=!if (G+ H+-G- H-)dx. 
-1 
This integral, the integrand of which is the difference of the boundary 
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values of the sectionally holomorphic function G(z)H(z) at its line of 
discontinuity, is easily evaluated. From (30) we have 
IF 12 I G(z)H(z)=- 2~2 • z+l +0((z+1)-i) as z-7- -1 
and from (26) we have 
IF 12 I G(z)H(z)= 2102 ·-I +O((z-1)-t) as z~ +1. :n; z-
Since G(z)H(z) = O(z-4) as z ~ oo, we have by an obvious application of 
Cauchy's theorem 
1 . • 
J (G-H--G+H+)dx-!.JF01 J2 + .!:JF10 J 2 =0, 
-1 :n; :n; 
whence 
For the evaluation of the contribution 12 of AP2 we use (29), whence 
1 -
12 = -! Re[l A(Pt -P2):~1 dx] = 
= ~ Re [F10 i {x+(1-x)O(k)} (1-x2)- 1 ~dxJ. 
The average drag [D]Av (including suction) is the sum of [D']Av'• 11 
and 12 : 
[D]Av=- 4~ JFot+ [20(k)-1] FlOJz+ ;:n: [JFot!z-!Fto!z] + 
. 1 -
+iRe [r10 1 {x+(1-x)O(k)} (1-xz)-t:1 dxJ. 
An alternative expression is found by substitution of :~ = V + ik[; in the 
integral for 12, which gives after some algebra l [D]Av= 2I:n:[O(k)+O(k)-20(k)O(k)] JF10 J2 + (40) k 1 -
-; Im [F10 l {x+(1-x)O(k)} (1-x2)-1 f1 (x)dx]. 
In the case that ft(x) is a polynomial, the expression for [DJAv can be 
shown to be equivalent to that of JoNES (I.e. p. 15). 
9. The balance of energy 
Let W L and W n be the work that is done in unit time on the aerofoil 
by the lift and the drag, respectively .. Then - WL- Wn is the work 
done in unit time by the aero~oil on the fluid. Its time average - [WL]A.., 
- [W n]Av should be equal to the average rate of kinetic energy [W w ]Av 
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that is carried off in the wake. We shall calculate these three quantities 
separately 12). 
Since the vertical velocity of the aerofoil is 
Re [i k /1(x) eikt], 
we have, using (2), 
1 -- 1 -[WL]Av=! Re [ J (P!-pt) (ik/1) dx] = -!k Re [if (P+ -P-) /1 dx], 
-1 -1 
which is correct in second-order approximation. 
Let us consider the contributions of P1 and AP2 separately. By inte-
gration by parts and using (39) we have for the contribution of P1 
1 -
I =!k Re [if (Pi -Pl) /1 dx] = 
-1 
=!k Re [i J (Di -Dl) (! -ik) ft dx] = 
-1 
1 
= !k Re [ f (Qi_" -D!) (H+ +H-) dx] = 
-1 
1 1 
=}k [ f (Qi_" -Dl) (H+ +H-)dx+ f (Qi_" -D!)(G+ +G-)dx]. 
-1 -1 
Partial integration in the second term gives, since 
(G++G-)= :x(Qi_" +Dl),d~(Qi_"-Dl)=H--H+, 
1 
I =!k f (Di H+ -D1 H-) dx. 
-1 
Since Q1H is 0(1) as z--+ -1, O((z-1)-1) as z--+ 1 and O(z-2) as z--+ oo, 
application of Cauchy's theorem shows that I= 0. 
Hence only AP2 contributes to [WL]Av and from (29) we find 
(41) ) 
1 - . [W LlAv=- !k Re [iA f (Pi-P;) /1 dx] = 
-1 
k 1 -
=-- Im [F10 f [x+(1-x)O(k)] (1-x2)-*/t(x)dx]. 
:n -1 
Since the drag is a second-order quantity and the horizontal compo-
nent of the velocity of the aerofoil relatively to the fluid is, in zero-order 
approximation, equal to -1, we have (in second-order approximation) 
(42) [WDJAv=- [DJAv• 
where [D]Av is given by (40). 
12) This is more than just showing rigorously that [WL]Av+ [W nlAv+ [Wwhv=O. 
The separate evaluation of [W L]Av and [W nJAv (which is more difficult than the 
evaluation of the sum of these quantities) provides a check on the correctness 
of (40). 
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The average rate of kinetic energy that is carried off in the wake is 
(since the horizontal component of the velocity of the fluid is + 1 in zero-
order approximation), 
00 
X-700 -00 
From (37) we have 
1 grad 9?1 12=tk2IA 12 e-2klvl+ O((x2+y2)-1) 
as x ~ex:>, uniformly in y. Hence 
00 
[Ww]Av=lk2IAI2 J e-2klvl dy=!k lA lz= 
-00 
(43) = n;k JFioJ21Hi2l(k)+iH&2l(k)l-2 = 
= 2~ [C(k)+C(k)-2 C(k) C(k)] I F10 12, 
since, in virtue of H~2l(k)=H~1l(k) (n=O, 1) and a Wronskian relation, 
we have 
__ __ . H&2l (k) Hi2l (k) -Hi2l (k) Hifl (k} 
C(k)+C(k)-2C(k)C(k)=~ JHi2l(k)+iH&2l(kllz = 
= n~ IHi2l (k) +i H&2) (k)l-2· 
Comparing (41), (42) and (43), we find 
[WL]Av+ [WnJAv+ [Ww]Av=O, 
which constitutes the conjectured balance of energy. 
10. The limiting case k=O. Steady motion 
Nearly all of the foregoing results remain valid in the case of steady 
motion (k = 0). Since in this case /1(x) (and thus V(x) = :~1 ) can be assumed 
to be real, we have .Q(z) = -.Q(z) and (9) and (10) reduce to 
9? (x, y) = Re [.Q(z)], ~: - i ~= = .Q' (z). 
2' Since Hi2l(k) = n~ + O(k log k), H&2l(k) = O(log k), as k ~ 0, we have 
0(0)= 1. 
Hence (28) reduces to 
(44) 
Combination of these formulae with (10) gives 
dQ = -~(z+l)-l(z+l)l j (l+s)l(l-s)-ldft~ dz n~ _1 ds s-z' 
which shows that u1 and v1 are continuous outside A1• 
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The formulae for lift and moment reduce to the well-known formulae 
The only phase where essential use is made of the assumption k> 0, 
is the discussion of the behaviour of .Q2(z) at infinity (sec. 6). But from 
( 44) we directly infer that for k = 0 .Q2(z) has a logarithmic singularity at 
infinity (A.Q2 now is the complex potential of the cyclic component of 
the motion, the circulation being 2F10). 
Finally, we note that the drag as well as all of the terms of the balance 
of energy tend to zero as k-+ 0. 
11. Some remarks on the conditions to be imposed on f1(x) 
In order to be able to use the results of Muskhelishvili, we have assumed 
thus far that V(x) and consequently :~1 are Holder-continuous. Now, the 
difficulties in proving results for sectionally holomorphic functions arise 
from two sources, viz.: the irregularities of the boundary functions and 
those of the boundary curves. In Muskhelishvili's work the accepted 
irregularities of the two types are of the same order: both the functions 
and the curves are assumed to satisfy Holder-conditions. In the present 
problem, however, the boundary curves are straight lines and conse-
quently the conditions on :~1 can be weakened considerably, provided 
that the continuity conditions on cp1 are equally relaxed. In view of results 
of NICKEL [7], it seems to be sufficient to assume that for some p> 1 
(1-x2)-· I :~1 . (1-x2)l r 
is (Lebesgue) integrable on ( -1, 1), all results then being interpreted 
in the "nearly everywhere" sense. However, in order to be able to make 
asymptotic estimates near z = ± 1, a local Holder condition seems to be 
indispensable (cf. TRICOMI, l.c., p. 209). 
From a physical point of view, sufficient generality is achieved if 
we suppose that :~1 is Holder continuous except at a finite number of 
points c1, ••. ,en of -1 .;;;;;x<; 1 and that near these points :~ = O(!x-ci!-•-te) 
with s > 0. Then the only thing that has to be changed is that grad cp1 
should be allowed to have singularities of the same character. Especially, 
if x= 1 is a point of discontinuity, the Kutta condition should be weakened 
into grad cp1 =O(!z-1!-H•). Of course, the conditions justifying the lineari-
zation are violated in the points of discontinuity. But since !grad cpl 2 
remains integrable, the expressions for lift, moment, drag, etc., certainly 
will remain correct (in the appropriate orders of approximation). 
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